






























‘AMAZONIA’ – Indigenous lands constitute a nation state

 
 

 
 

 



‘AMAZONIA’ – Inadequacy is not grounds for delay 
- Transfer of power must be immediate and unreserved



The power to protect the Rain-forest, lies entirely with the rights of the indigenous people under international law

Yet the indigenous are entirely exploited, oppressed and impoverished by all those who surround them.

The indigenous speak of various forms of exploitation, including;

- NGO’s promoting their image and stories, raising millions and not sharing the money with them.

- Other NGO’s raising donations to genuinely help them but treating them as children and determining the allocation of funds.  

- National laws which prohibit them earning money as a people.

- Government, oil and mining companies bribing them but providing their only available access to money, in order to secure 
deals OR alternatively, when opposed, the development consortium actors kill, rape, militarise, intimidate and force their 
displacement - literally bulldoze their homes - to ensure development advances.

- People stealing their ancient spiritual rituals such as Ayahusca and running international ceremonies, stealing their 
pharmaceutical plants without paying royalties and taking their resources.

The indigenous need to be financially empowered to sustainably develop with their incredible value as the world’s guardians of the 
rain-forest ‘recognized’, so that they are not vulnerable to exploitation bribes and can afford to act in accordance with their ancient 
belief system to protect the rain-forest.

This requires all the forms of exploitation to be legally challenged.



I have different complaints based on the three international legal mechanisms that i have identified exist to resolve this problem.

The International Criminal Court is proving itself UNABLE to act with the speed required of the responsibility to ‘prevent the crime’.

The national judicial systems are all almost entirely corrupt in favor of economic development at whatever cost.

The United Nations has laws, rules and conventions capable to offer protection but prove themselves UNWILLING to act,

With the staff and administrators within the UN organisation, openly declaring that they represent government interests,

As such, supporting the objectives that bring about most of the destruction

Which is why i launched my most recent campaign

We need a governance revolution



miriam.clements@sustainablequalitypurpose.com


